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In the Hitler case, although liberal Protestants and
anthroposophs performed a decisive role in bringing
Hitler to power, the anthroposophs followed the policy
of attempting to function as a "super-elite," a small
liberal swing force which brought fascism to power,
without itself assuming direct responsibilities of partici
pation in the Nazi Party.
Some liberal Protestants did become somewhat more
directly involved in promoting Nazism, to the point
that without this Protestant liberals' help, the degree of
support gained by the Nazis would not have been
possible. However, like the circle of Benedetto Croce in
Italy (who played a key role in bringing Mussolini to
power), once the fascist regime was entrenched numbers

Avowed neo-Nazis
in the midst of the
environmentalist
political leadership
by Charlotte Vollrads in Wiesbaden

of the liberal Protestant priests who had earlier helped
create the environment for Hitler's rise to power, disen

gaged themselves to form part of a liberal opposition to
Hitler, thus attempting to play the ostensibly detached
role of what Pareto described as the "super-elite."
This repeats itself in many nations with the rise of

On November 15, 1981, Holger Borner, Governor of the
West German state of Hessen, warned in an interview in
the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung that the "environ
mentalist" movement was taking a direct fascist form in
West Germany.

"green fascism" world-wide. The anthroposophs, the

Commenting on the violent demonstration taking

original "nature freaks" of Germany, together with

place that day against the expansion of the Frankfurt

liberal Protestant priests and figures. such as Eppler,

International Airport (a demonstration where one elder

have played a key leading role in creating the green

ly woman, trapped in a mob of demonstrators, was

fascist development around the fascist Malthusian doc
trine of genocide of Aurelio Peccei and of the Venice

and Netherlands-based cultural associations from which
the environmentalist movement and the Bilderbergers
were spawned. The Geneva-based offices of the World

killed), Borner denounced the environmentalists' use of
rhetoric about the "will of the people" as reminiscent of
"Nazi jargon." Borner, whose Energy Minister, Heinz

Karry, was killed by terrorists linked to the Rote Armee

Fraktion (RAF) last May, declared, "Goebbels began by

Council of Churches and networks run through the

talking about the Reichstag (Parliament) as a 'chamber

International Red Cross play a key, coordinating role

for empty chatter' and the final result was the Reichs

internationally.
The key to the minds of the fascist-lea.ning variety of
liberal priests is gnosticism, a pseudo-Christian disguise
for the wicked pagan cults of Apollo (Lucifer) and other

kristallnacht." The Kristallnacht was the Nazi confisca
tion

and

destruction

of

Jewish

property

in

1938

which revealed to the world the true nature of Hitler's
National Socialists.

spawn of the Magi and Taoists, which centers its

The fascist hooligan tactics already being used by Die

opposition to the Judeo-Christian doctrine of "man's

Griinen and its allies in the environme!ltalist movement

dominion over nature" irt "mother earth" cults, or

against any supporters of nuclear power and technolog
'
ical growth, bear m ore than a sociological resemblance

Manichean cults. For this reason, the recent Papal
Encyclical, Laborem Exercens. provides a conclusive

to the Hitlerites of the 1930s. From its very beginning,

as opposed to liberal pseudo-Jews and pseudo-Chris

many founded in 1979, has been directly connected to

sort of "litmus test" of who is really a Jew or Christian,
tians.

Therefore, let no one say that the ICLC is attacking

either Christianity or Judaism. The ICLC is defending

Die Griinen, the environmentalist party of West Ger
right-wing extremist organizations, and has been guided
by fascist ideologues.

The following information, which was compiled by

both against liberal cultists and the fascist stormtrooper

the Executive Intelligence Review's German-language

spawn of the work of those liberals. These cultists, these

counterintelligence newsletter, Spuren und Motiv. is more

liberal freaks, some in priests' clothing, are filled with a

than sufficient grounds to apply to Die Griinen the same

gnostic hatred against civilization, and would unleash

constit.JJtional criteria which ban neo-Nazi parties in

any hellish force upon earth in service of their cultists'

West Germany.

determination to return society to a depopulated condi
tion of pre-civilized barbarism.

The founders of Die Griinen

genocidalists is crushed quickly now, or there will be no

created to launch an environmentalist slate in the elec

Either this "green fascist" horde of environmentalist

tions for the European Parliament. Along with Petra

civilization.
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In 1979, the executive board of Die Griinen was
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Kelley, the current Chairwoman of Die Griinen, a
member of the party's executive was August Hausslei
ter, who had also been a founding member of the right
wing Christian Social Union. This last organization is

the Bavarian-based Christian Democratic affiliate of
Franz-Josef Strauss.

Haussleiter's major credential in 1979 was that he

controlled the first and oldest environmentalist party in
West Germany, the Aktionsgemeinschaft Unabhangi
ger Deutscher (AUD), which launched the first environ
mentalist program in 1976: (The name translates " Ac
tion Group of Independent Germans. ") Haussleiter,
who resigned from Die Griinen last year in a faction

fight with the party's left wing, has a penchant for

founding

parties,

including

neo-fascist

groupings.

Shortly after resigning from Strauss's CSU in the 1950s,
Haussleiter created the Deutsche Gemeinschaft, (Ger

more than a paper organization.
In 1978, the NPD created a new electoral front in
Rheinland-Pfalz, one of the 10 West German states.
Called the Griine List-Rheinland Pfalz, the party adopt

ed Gruhl's book as its national program. The chairman

of the Griine List was Dr. M. O. Bruker, the head of
the World Association for the Protection of Life-a
group which adhered to the "race-science " theories of
the Ludendorff Movement.
Gruhl took a more active role in the politics of the
Griine Aktion Zukunft (GAZ) around this same time.
Along with Christian Meves, a reporter for the presti
gious conservative daily Die

Welt. Gruhl wrote the

political program for the group, making it one of the
strongest envirol)mentalist blocs in the Federal Repub
lic.
While Meves put into print the social policy pro

man Society) predecessor to the AUD. In the mid-

1950s, in a celebrated court case, the West German

gram for the GAZ, he was also writing for Courage. the
newspaper of the Young National Democrats, youth

Constitutional Court banned sections of the Deutsche

group of the NPD. Meves has appeared as a speaker at

Gemeinschaft because of their connection the overtly
Nazi-oriented Sozialistische Reichspartei.

conferences sponsored by the Gesellschaft flir Biolo
gische Anthropologie, Eugenik und Verhaltensforsch

What is most striking to researchers is the way in
which Die Griinen shares the same ideologues as the
right extremist Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutsch

lands (NPD) a party often accused of being an electoral

front for the constitutionally forbidden neo-Nazi par

ties. One of the joint NPD/Die Griinen ideologues is
Herbert Gruhl, controller of the Griine Aktion Zukunft

ung ( Institute for Biological Anthropology, Eugen

ics and

Behavioral Research) headed by Hamburg.

lawyer Jiirgen Rieger. The Gesellschaft is notorious for
ascribing to the race-science theories associated with the
Nazi Party. Both Gruhl and Meves have repeatedly

written for Integral. the newspaper of the Reverend
Moon Unification Church in West Germany.

(Green Future Action), a grouping which essentially
dissolved into Die Griinen in 1979, when Gruhl himself
became a spokesman for Die Griinen.

Right-wing terrorism

In 1978, in the state of Hessen, the environmentalist

Gruhl's program for a fascist future, made famous

slate received the active support of the Volkssozialis

dert) was adopted as the national party program of the

group. The VSDP is closely connected to the Volks

NPD. In this book Gruhl warns that Earth is being

sozialistische Bewegung Deutschlands-Partei der Arbeit

in his book A Planet is Looted (Ein Planet Wirt Geplun

depleted of its natural resources, and that this can only

tische Deutsche Partei (VSDP), a right-wing extremist

(VSBD-PDA), an openly terrorist group some of whose

be solved by adopting a "spaceship economy, " in turn

members were killed in a shootout with police in

requiring totalitarian world government. "This dicta

Munich in September 1981.

torship, " Gruhl writes, "eventually has to be tougher
than Stalin's. . . . In the future only those peoples will
gain an advantage who succeed in maximizing their
armament, while at the same time, keeping the standard
of living at the absolute minimum. "

That same month, UdQ. Reinhardt, a candidate for

the Die Griinen-backed electoral slate in Hannover, the
Griine-Alternative-Biirger Liste, (GABL) was exposed
as being a member of another right-extremist sect linked
to the VSBD-PDA. After some deliberation, the gov
erning board of GABL decided that Reinhardt would

The case of the NPD

remain their candidate in the election.

tei Deutschlands, created in 1964 as the merger of three

deliberate operation. Daniel Cohn-Bendit, the anarchist

Deutsche Gemeinschaft, caused great alarm as it suc

leading role in the green movement in Frankfurt, where

ments in Germany. In 1969, the NPD reached its

Cohn-Bendit has openly said that while the environmen

From 1965 to 1969, the Nationaldemokratische Par

smaller

right-wing

parties,

including

Haussleiter's

ceeded in placing elected officials in several state Parlia

electoral zenith, missing by only 0.7 percent having a
deputy elected to the Bundestag (lower house of Parlia
ment). For almost the next 10 years, the NPD was little
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The merging of the old fascists and the new is a
student leader of the 1960s, today continues to playa
he publishes an alternative magazine, Pflasterstrand.

talist movement must "criticize " the neo-Nazis' admi
ration for the Hitler period, the movement cannot reject
their "revolutionary potential. "
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